FIXED LADDER w/OVERSHEEOOT

2-1/2" ALUMINUM CHANNEL SIDERRAIL (6005-T5)

2-1/4" SERRATED ALUMINUM RUNG (6005-T5)

MEZZANINE LEVEL

GROUND TO MEZZ LEVEL

PLAN

BRACKET DETAIL

NOTE: FALL ARREST System REQUIRED ON LADDERS EXCEEDING 24'-0" (SEE DETAIL FL-13-FAS)

FACTORY FINISH
ALUMINUM-MILL FINISH

LADDERS MANUFACTURED BY PRECISION LADDERS, LLC
COMPLY WITH OSHA 1910 SUBPART D AND ANSI 14.3

LADDER RATED AT 1,500 LBS

NOTE: ALL BOLTS/FASTENERS NECESSARY TO ANCHOR LADDER ARE BY OTHERS.